SAP ON GOOGLE CLOUD
TAKING THE INTELLIGENT ENTERPRISE TO NEW HEIGHTS

Today’s businesses NEED to move SAP applications to the cloud and they need to do it NOW.

TAKE OUT COST
By 30-50%

ENABLE DIGITIZATION
And gain AGILITY

INNOVATE NOW
EXTEND your SAP capability

SAP ON GOOGLE CLOUD ENABLES

• Open Future-Proof Foundation
• Unparalleled Business Insights
• Hyper Personalization (B2B/B2C)

• Predictive Modeling
• Infinite number of AI/ML & Analytic capabilities
• Business Speed & Agility

GOOGLE CLOUD FOR SAP
SAP on Google Cloud Addresses Complex Enterprise Needs

SECURITY
NETWORK
INTELLIGENCE

OPTIMIZED CONSUMPTION
PRICE / PERFORMANCE
RELIABILITY

OUR OFFERINGS

BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION
Integrate your SAP strategy into a broader business transformation agenda.

ADVISORY
Establish your cloud vision, detailed value case and SAP cloud migration roadmap.

MIGRATION
De-risk and accelerate your SAP applications move to Google Cloud.

MANAGE & OPTIMIZE
Cloud Governance, Proactive Monitoring, Cost Optimization, Consumption Management and Premier Security embedded

WANT TO LEARN MORE? Contact Tomas Kandl | tomas.kandl@accenture.com
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TAKING THE INTELLIGENT ENTERPRISE TO NEW HEIGHTS

DETERMINE ROUGH ORDER OF MAGNITUDE IN 5 DAYS

ASSESS LANDSCAPE > DETERMINE ROM AND EXECUTABLE PROJECT PLAN WITHIN 5 DAYS > CONDUCT WORKSHOP > DEFINE TRANSFORMATION APPROACH

1-2 WEEKS > 1 WEEK > 2-3 WEEKS > 1-2 WEEKS

OUR CLIENTS

Alphabet
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Want to learn more? Contact Tomas Kandl | tomas.kandl@accenture.com
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